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Abstract

Assiissing Thinking Skills in Social Problem Solving

The purpose of this report is to explore an analysis of discussions, among groups

of elementary school children, of a social problem. The intent of the research

is to contribute to the advancement of methods for program and student

assessment, particularly toward goals not usually evaluated y traditional

testing Programs. The analysis method used is, an'adaptation, schema theory

set against a background of recent research on the solving of .11- structured'

problems, The major contribution of. this study is in operationalizing:the

imposition of a schema framework on protocol data. The particular data which

form the example analysed come from an ongoing curriculum project comparing
0

methods of teaching thinking skills in .the classroom. The analysis shoWid.

patterns of differences among protocols, expressed as aspects of typical,'

enriched, and impoverished schemata. Many of the patterti in the data could be

tentatively linked to

group discussion, much

the instructional treatments. Although the context is

of the proposed methodology is applicable to:thO problem-
0

solving protocoli of indi7idualS.



Introduction

The purpoe of this.report is, to explore an analysis of discussions, among

---groups of elementary school children, of a social problem. The intent of the

-research is to contribute to the advancement of methods for program and student

essessment, particularly toward goals not usually evaluated by 'traditional

testinuprograms. The analysis method.uped
'

is an adaptation, of schema theofy

set against l.background of .recent research on the solving of ill-structlited.

problems The major . contribution of 'this study' is in operationalizing the

imposition of a schema. framework on protocol data; The particular data which'

fort tne,example analysed come from an ongoing curriculum project comparing
-

mithods.of teaching thinking skills in tho_clasSroem, Although e context is

group discussion, much of the proposed methodology is applicable to
\

the problem-

solving protocols of individuals..
Background

The literature ielated to this study comes from several fields of res arch;

first, storage in.memoryj in which Interest his grown from memory for nonsense

syllablesto that for more'complex phenomena (Kintsch, 1974); second, prvoiem
.

\

solving, in which interest hat'groln.beyond.simple problems with clear -cut,,

solutions to ill- structured problems with complex sOlutions.(Eredeiiksen, 1984,) ;

third, assessment,

off

goals. of -educition

1988); and fourth,

in which it is increasingly recognized that the more complex

lack appropriate assessment methods"(Archbald and Newman,

the teaching of thinking, in which' e consensus seems-to iva

forming that some form of direct teaching is appropriate (Resnick & Klopfet,

1989). While all four areas will be dealt with, the emphasis in what follows

will be on the first two.

lahmaIhasarx

O
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In attempting to understand memory for materials such`-as stories or series

of`events, researchers have posited complex entities whose role it is to act as

organizing principles in memory. Anderson, Spiro and Anderson (1978) describe

schema theory, one version of' such an organizing principle, similar to frames

(Minsky, .1975) or scripts (Schenk and Abelson, 1977). Schemata act as mental

structures that incorporate general knowledge,'and are. more abstract than the

particulars of a given -situation. Ixiterpretation in terms of a'schema.involves._

matching elements in a specific situation to generic characterizations, slots,

or placeholders. Anderson et al, report a study inAiich____sub-j-eats reada-.

restaurant story. and a.grocery-stare story involving pUrchase.of the same foods; .

the expectation was that the subjects' -internal restaurant 'Schemata 'would impose

more Structure .on.'the subjects' memories, with a resulting incr:ease in memory.

The. results- confirmed their, expectation, an Support the hypothesis that 'Complex.

material is stored by Complex mechanisms.

The script or schema concept appears in many variations-'to' accommodate'

.

different aspects of memory, and different cypes stored material. Abelson

(1981) proposes both strong and 'weak scripts, which differ in whether' they imply

sequencing.ar causality within the story-line, 'Anderson (19841 also supports

both a strong and Weak view of the role of schemata, but describes the contrast

differently; ,Anderson's distinction is whether particular elements- (e.g. , a salad-

or dessert in a restaurant) are required, . or merely likely. With such

adaptations, a schema view- of stored memories provides a flexible perspective

from-Which to view complex data.
.

Cognitive 'theorists have debated the psychological status of sChemata,

Abelson (1981) argues that schemata have psychOlogical reality, rather then being

merely organizers -for the 'convenience of researchers., On the other hand, 'Alba



\
1

and Hasher. (l983) have reviewed the research for and against schema theory, and
o _

argue that the evidence shows-that stored temoriesare richer than the highly

selected subset predicted by schema theory. This suggests,that it might be

5

appropriate to view schema theory as a method of imposing order on complexity,

not necessarily> involving any strong assumptions concerning. the nature of human,

memory.. This perspective, adapted for the present research, gives the method the
,

.

.

status of 'a portrayal
.

technique, an heuristic device useful for imposing order

on data

-a-device for imposing order and examining aiffekences schema theory holds

promise. ,Fo.r. example, Schallert (1982) notes that schemata evolve; that is, they

becomemore elaborate and specific with experience. This 'suggests' that an

examination of the details of story-lines across individuals might be used to.

highlight differences in specificity or sophistication, differences which in turn

might be linked to age, experience, or, in the present example, training. There

1.*

is a difficulty with such a peripective, however, how to decide What

constitutes a more complete or more sophisticated version:of a schema. For
, .

example, Horton and Mills (1984) reviewed the literature on human learning'fiom
%In

a schemata peisPective, using a'levels-of.7procesaing framework. They ,concluded

that such an approach is plagued by the lack of an independent. definition of

depth of processing. Thus, a present limitation to the technique is reliance

on subjective decisions concerning the-adequacy or quality of particular pieces

of data.

Erahlam-221xing

The focusof this study is an "ill- structured" problem; Children discuss a

potehtially iniquitous family situation involving allowances and housetold

chores, and what might be done about it.. Frederiksen (1984) stlmarized Simon's
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original distinction between well-structured and ill-structured problems. The

characteristics of ill structured probl ms include veater complexity, less-

definite criteria 'for' deciding if a solut on has been reached, lack of complete

. information, absence .of a "legal move generator", and no convenient list of .,

accepted procedures. They also have higher verbal content and are more context
rr

dependent. ."real-life" problems. would be classified as ill - structured.

While methods for the analysis of. well- structured problems (e.g. , logic 'puzzles-,

chess) have tended to be. based in the artificial.intelligence literature
, taking

the form of production rules (if.'.. then statements) or flowcharts, such methods

have not proved easily adaptable to rich verbal contexts. Voss and Post (1988)

noted that the method chosen for the analysis of ill-structured problems reflects'

'the theoretical concerns of the investigators. Three-examples.demonstrate the

variety of theoretical concerns. and approadhes used.

Larkin (1980) haS worked in the area of physics .and,algebra peoblems, and is

primarily concerned with the teaching of problem solvink, The types of problem

with which she is. concerned exhibit some characteristics of both Well-struetured
,

.
..

. .

(e.g. i' .definite answer accepted methods) and. ill-structured .(e . g. , verbal

content) problems. She has found that large-scale units such as Schank's scripts

are useful in the analysis of problem solving in such domains..

. -Voss, Greene,. Post & Penner (1983) offer a second method .of analysing.:
.

protocols. The problem they set for their subjects was the lack of productivity

of the Soviet agricultural system. Their main concern, as discussed in

a .

-retrospect by Voss and P. (1988), was the development of a framework for

understanding the problem solving process. They categorized statements as one

of . several types of "goal structure operatots" r.r "reaccming. structure

operators". Goal statements deal with relatively global moves in the discussion,
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410,....

2

such as identificationiof major issues and subproblems within the SOviet,system.

Reasoning statements deal with the analysis provided, by the respondent within-

the structure of these subproblems.

Finally, Lawrence (1988)., also concerned with. basic. understanding of the.,

, Problem solving process (Voss and Post,1988), presents yet another method for

'analysing ill-structured problems, this time in the context of judiCial decision

making. Lawrence's basic model consists of elaborate if... then statements.

She spends considerable effort:on the need for an analysis system to capture a

priori perspectives ("frames of reference"), which correspond, _according to Voss

and Post (1988), to the magistrates' courtroom-schemata:
,

Voss and Post's (1988) linking of methodology to theoretical framework is

germane. The motivating concern for the present study is to sand the arsenal

cf assessment devices available at the school- level. Thus, as will be seen, when

faced with the 'choice between richness of detail and operational simplification,

4 we have chosen 'the latter.

besessmenD and Thinking

There is Considerable dissatisfaction with the impact of traditional (i.e.,

multiple-choice) standardized testing programS on school curricula. Nagy, Traub

and MacRury (1986), in a review of this literature, point out the danger that'

what is most easily assessed tends to become most important. 'At the dame time,

there is a movement toward the' teaching of "higher-order" thinking 'skills

,1104s-.4

(Resnidk and klopfer, 1989). Despite theoretical progress (e.g., Nickerson,

1989),, there is soie aAtagonism between the teaching and assessment of thinking

skills and traditional standardized testing. Calls for improvement in the

assessment of thinking skills (Haertel, 1986; Archbald .arid Newman, 1988;

Stiggins, 1988) tend to be calls for development of technologies beyond the

8



multiple-choice item. . While most educators would agree that the ability to'..

_carry on a discussion is an important Outcome of schooling, it is not easily

assessed, and, one might surmise, is _often not emphasized in the curriculum; The

. present' study is. an attempt to assess the quality of discuisions,. thus

contributing to the promotion of one aspect of higher order thinking in .the

curriculum.

The Students who provided the data for this investigation are participating

in a three-year study of the efficacy of direct teaphing of thinking skills,'

based on a model developed by Beyer, (1907). Since the data were collected after

only one year of the project, the primary import of this study lies in the
- -

methodology used for the assessment of the group discussions,. rather than in

definitive test of Beyer's model.

Method
ich

Sample,

The subjects come from eight rural elenientary sehools in-three school board.

4
.

jurisdictions in Southwestern Ontario. Nine schools are part. of the larger study; .

scheduling-problems prevented. data collection in one school. Three schools were

chosen within each boars. from volunteer schools, subject to demographic.

constraints (e.g. , avoidance of schools with high turnover, iir schools with large

numbers of split7grade claSsee). Once' lhosen, the three schools within each board

were assigned randomly to one of the three, treatments. Within each school one

. Grade 3 and one Grade 6, class were chosen for participation. Thus, there were

three class4-4T/thin ea..h grade-treatment combination, a total. of 18 classes..
V

Students within each treatment were essentially equal in average score. obtained

on an adMinistration of the Vocabulary and Reading subtests of the Canadian Tests

of Basic Skills. To collect the discussion data, students were taken from class
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In groups of. about.five and asked to discuss a problem for ten minutes. Across

the two grades and three treatments, 76 such discussions were recorded.

Treatment

Data were .collected at the end of one year of a threeyear project, which is

intended to compare threw treatments: TY .treatments were administered to' all

. .

students during three,selectedscience units over the course of the year. Apart

from subject matter content, which varied across the two grades, the units

focused onor required the skills of observing, classifying, and problem solVing

respectively. 'With some minor variations, the units were taught. in October

(1988), February and April (1989), and took approximately 12-15 weeks. (Exeat,

scheduling was in the hands of the 18 teachers.) The group discussion data were

collected in May and June.

The'Experimental groups (six clasSes, three from each-grade) were taught by

a method based on the work of Beyer (1987), in which a thinkitg skill is

introduced and defined, rules are developed for the use of the skill, guided'

practice is provided and gradually removed, and transfer is explicitly taught

for. These six teachers. were. supported by a leer coaching component of the

project (Showers, 1984): Peer:coaching was the major feature of the second st

of. six classei, called. the Coaching groups. These six teachers used -a

traditionalMethod of teaching science Content, but had the same peer coaching

support as the Experimental groups. The Control group used traditional methods

of teaching science, and had no peer coaching support. All 18 teachers were

Supported with substantial amounts of training and in- service. The missing

school was one. of the Coaching schools.

The full project of which this analysis is part contains substantial amounts

of curriculum monitoring, in the form of classroom observation and teacher

0
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interviews Alter one year, the-experimental teachers-are doing what they were

asked to do;,the Experimental treatment is clearly distinguishable, in practice,

from the other two. After this first year, the Coaching treatment is not as

distinguishable from the Control treatment.: This can be attributed to the fact

that volunteers had to be sought at the school level rather, than the individual

teacher level, since the project required participatibn of six classes in the

. same school over the three years. One of the main prerequisites for the success

of coaching is that the teachers entering. into such a relationship do so

voltetarily. In practice for the.first year, this meant, reliance on a close

professional relationship between one Grade 3 and one Grade 6 teacher -in each

school. These relationships, naturally, have varied.

Instrument

Groups of students were taken from class and presented, both orally and in
, .

writing, with the following situation (note that neither age nor gender is

a

specified): "There are two children in the Puzzlewich family. One child is

called Pat and the other is B.J. Both of' the children receive the same

allowance. Pat is involved in many after, school activities such. as music

lessons, ringette, church choir, and youth group. B.J., however, just attends

youth group once .a week. Mrs. Puzzlewich is always asking B.J, to do extra

-chores around the house. She NEVER asks Pat to help out. B.J. complains to the

inother that it is unfair to have to do all of the chores and yet receive the same

allowance as Pat. 'I.want an increase in allowance.' The Mother says, 'You aren't

paid for chores. Your allowance is just-for being part of this family. You may

not have an increase in allowance.' What do you think?"

Groups of students varied in the enthusiasm with which they tackled the

question.. Discussions varied from two .to twelve minutes. Although it had been

11
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the intention that the ineerviewer remain, out of the discussion as much as

possible, most groups required substantial prompting. In extreme cases, the

interviewer spoke more than all the students in the group. The amount of

prompting required has been treated as a variable in the analysis.

Initial Analysis

The methodology evolved during the course of the data analysis. The eventual

-products are two: a method of'tracking the degree of cohesioa in the discussion .

- the extent to it was a conversation among the group rather than five

children taking turns talking to the one adult; anda two-level category system

/

for the statements made, organized to reveal the basic collective schema of each

group with respect to 'family fairness. Methods of identifyirii. indicators of

typical, impoverished, or enriched schemata were developed, and comparisons of

their occurrence made across treatments and grades. What follows is a

reconstructed version of progress in the analysis; most cul-de-sacs are omitted,

although some are discussed for their instructive value.

Cohesion. A reading of the transcripts reveals many indicators of cohesion

in the group discussions: use of other individuals' names, starti*g.an utterance
.1;

tkwith, or, but or and; voicing specific agreement or disagreeme 'Ath an earlier.

speaker..After exploring several.of.these as indicators of 4 esion, a system. \

.

I 1

\

1

making. use of all of them,, as well as any'other evidence, was devised. All

utterances which could be clearly linked to an earlier ore. we e simply counted.

iIntervening prompts by the interviewer were excluded, as were responses only to

the interviewer's prompts. Personal anecdotes of comments were ignored unl....

they led the group back to the topic.
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Schemata. The analysis began with development of an elaborate category

system for the statements made. The procedure was ad hoc; each time a statement

was encountered that did not fit existing categories, a new category was created.

Some categories, in the end, served no useful function, others served to simplify

the data, and still others formed the basis for the eventual development of the

schema theory perspective.

Those categories that served no purpose, usually due to lack of frequency,

included the connectives described in the previous paragraph, statements of facts

from the case, statements of assumptions about)the case (e.g., that Pat probably

pays the fees for his/her activities); humour and fantasy; lapses into

incoherence or self - contradiction; and comments on the progress of the

discussion.

Those categories that helped to keep the data simple included:

1. General prompts from the interviewer, intended to get the ball rolling;

2. Specific prompts from the interviewer, intended to get more information

on .a student's point;

3. General agreement from a student, usually just chiming in;

4. Specific agreement from a student, directly to another's previous

statement;

5. Personal anecdotes -- these were initially subcategorized as related or

unrelated to the discussion, but this distinction did not prove useful.

6. Details, which were usually expanding on a point beyond a level judged

useful for the intended analysis (e.g., adding to a list of chores that

Pat could do when time permitted).

Those categories that formed the core of the schema view included the following:

1. Unfairness statements -- 11 different categories were created to

13
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accommodate the variety of statements as to why the situation was unfair

to B.J.;

2. Proposed solutions.-- 40 different categories were created to categorize

the variety of actions suggested by the students;

3. Cautions -- 9 categories were created to deal with statements expressing

cautions, usually about why another's suggestion might nor -.York;

4. Age statements -- 7 categories were required to deal with the variety of

expression of the relationship between age, responsibility, and allowance;

5. Value positions -- 49 categories were required to deal with the variety

of value positiolls expressed.

Second Analysis

After the initial analysis, several problems became apparent. A system with

more than 100 categories would have some difficulty in producing a useful

analysis. Many of the categories were used by only a couple of groups or

individuals within the groups, and many captured very subtle distinctions in

meaning. Boundaries among the five major categories were unclear: age and

unfairness statements were, in fact, types of value statements; due to the nature

of conversational language, solutions' and positions could not always be

distinguished (e.g., students often began with something like "You could...");

many of the statements categorized as value statements stretched the definition

of the term, resulting in the last listed category being very much a catch-all;

and given that the value category was loose, most of the caution statements could

be reconstrued as varieties of value positions. Considerable collapsing and

rearranging was both necessary and relatively easy.

Given these problems, a second sorting, with some amalgamation and deletion,

of these 116 categories yielded six Value categories and seven Solution
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categories as follows:

Value-A -- statements showing acceptance of responsibility for tasks, and

awareness of the broader family context;

Value-B -- statements showing a disregard for responsibilities, including

statements that Pat ought to help only when convenient;

Value-C -- statements that the family ought to operate on a monetary basis;

Value-D -- statements showing awareness of age, and its impact;

Value-E -- statements about the feelings of anyone in the family;

Value-F -- statements that both chores and extracurricular activities have

value for the individual engaged in them;

Solution-A -- solutions which involve differential allocation of allowance

or non-monetary awards;

Solution-B -- solutions which involve achieving, by a variety of means, a

balance between the story characters of activities, chores, and rewards;

Solution-C -- a catch-all for unlikely or irrelevant proposals;

Solution-D weaker solutions involving fairness when convenient;

Solution-E solutions involving unilateral action by B.J.;

Solution-F -- solutions which involve emphasis on a process, such as

discussion or keeping records, or setting up a schedule;

Solution-G -- more responsible solutions involving family cooperation and

sharing costs.

Development of Schemata

Differences in quality of the responses are evident in the above li.tings of

the six Value categories and seven Solution categories. Two possible paths for

subsequent analysis seemed possible: one, categorize all discussions as enriched,

typical, or ililpoverished, on the basis of all thirteen categories, and examine

iJ
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patterns across grades, and treatments; or two, identify enriched, typical, and

impoverished treatments on the basis of each category, and .examine patterns

across grades and treatments. Even a cursory examination of the data

demonstrated that the first path would be impractical; the evidence across the

thirteen categories was not .consistent enough. ,Therefore, the latter path was

chosen.

For initial purposes, the thirteen statement categories were subjectively

rated for quality as follows:

Value Solution

Typical A A, B.

..Impoverished B, C C, D

Enriched D, E, F E, F, G

How this categorization was applied to the data, and the subsequent evolution

of the analytic method, follows in the Results section of this report.

Data Display

The analysis reported herein is exploratory. Precisely what is being counted

in the various results below has evolved, and the developed categories presently

lack precise definition. Categorizations also lack any inter-rater reliability

estimates. A casual examination of the data suggests that statistical tests

.f., analyses of variance) would be appropriate. However, a more detailed

examination suggests that such analysis might not be supportable; such tests were

not done. Most results are reported ns box-andwhisker plots (Tukey, 197 ). In

box-and-whisker diagrams, the dots at the left and right ends of each display

represent the minimum and maximum values; the Got within the box represents the

median, and the box itself encloses the middle one-half of the cases. In some

1E)
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situations, different tendencies can be identified depending on whether one

focuses on the box, the bulk of the distribution, or the whiskers, the outliers.

Results

Cohesion and Related Variables

Three variables were examined which might bear a relationship to the ability

of the groups to sustain a discussion:

1. Cohesion -- the number of statements made that respond directly to or

follow directly from a previous statement. This variable is plagued by

dependence on overall length of the discussion; however, when cohesion

was expressed as a fraction of length, the result was found to be

misleading due to the great variety in the length variable.

2. Prompts -- the number of prompts required from the interviewer to get the

discussion started or to keep it going. Note that interviewers were not

instructed to be consistent in deciding when a prompt was required.

3. Length -- the total number of speaker changes, excluding the interviewer.

Figure 1 contains box-and-whisker displays for these three variables. Within

the Grade 3 cohesion results, there is a slight trend favouring the Experimental

group. In Grade 6, the trend favours the Coaching group. In both grades, the

Coaching groups required more prompts to keep the discussion going. Finally, in

Grade 6, the CJntrol group's average production was substantially shorter than

the other groups.

**************************

Insert Figure 1 about here

**************************

Schemata,

A tabulation of percentage responses within each grade.across the six Value
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categories and seven Solution categories is, reported in Table 1. (The raw

frequencies, not reported, reveal that the Grade 6 groups made proportionally

19% more statements than.the Grade 3 .groups.) Approximately 72% of the Grade

3 responses and 61% of the Grade 6 responses are captured in.the Typical

Schemata.The corresponding figures for the Impoverished Schemata are 11% (Grade

.3) and 13 %. (Grade 6); and for the Enriched Schemata, 17% (Grade 3) and 26% (Grade

6). Interestingly, two of the views dubbed Impoverished, Value-C and Solution-

D, are more common among Grade 6 than Grade 3 students. For example, there were

16 disagreements expressed with the mother's statement that allowance ought to

be just for being a member of the family -- all from Grade 6 students. This is

probably best explained by increased self-centradness resulting from the approach

of adolescence,;or by increased recognition of the importance of money. At the

same time, the tentative and subjective nature of these categorizations ought

not be overlooked. For example, some of the Solution-E unilateral actions, such

as spending more time at friends' homes to avoid chores, might well be classified

differently by another analyst. As any parent or teacher would attest, growth

toward adolescence can be a tortuous path'.

*************************

Insert Table .1 about here

*************************

The frequency of statements which were categorized as Value-A, Solution-A,

or Solution-B (the typical perspective) was examined across groups. Four measures

were created. The first three were simple frequencies within the three just-

named categories. These might be considered as measures of the amount of

discussion related to what has been dubbed the "typical" view of family fairness:

acceptance of responsibility for tasks, and awareness of the broader family

is
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context; suggestiOns of solutions which involve differential allocation of

allowance or'non-monetary awards; or suggestions for solutions which invollie

achieving, by a variety of means, a balance between'the children in the story

of activities, chores, and rewards. The fourth measure was .an attempt to capture

the breadth of discussion. In the original categorization system,' there were

13 categories which eventually were collapsed into the two categories, Solution-

A-and:Solution-B. Thus, the fourth variable was the number of these original 13

categories touched upon by each group. Figure 2 contains the data on the typical

fairness schema.

**************************

Insert Figure 2 about here

**************************

As can be seen, there are differences across groups in the extent to which

they express sentiments dubbed part of the typical view of family fairness.

These differences, however, do not fall into a simple pattern. For the

expression of Value -A sentiments, a slight pattern favouring the Experimental

over the Control groups can be seen in both grades, with the Coaching groups

somewhat intermediate. Within Solution-A, a less regular pattern can be seen

favouring the Coaching groups. There is an irregular pattern within Solution-B,

but examining Solution-A and Solution-B together, it is possible to perceive a

slight tendency for Experimental groups to prefer Solution-B, balancing

activities, chores, and rewards over Solution-A, giving differential reward for

differential chores. The strength of this tendency, however, should not be

exaggerated. The Solution-Breadth variable reveals no compelling patterns.

Frequencies within the Impoverished and Enriched Schemata are too -low to

allow the use of box-and-whisker diagrams. Table.2 contains these data,
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expressed as average occurrence per group discussion. The across-grade

differences are as interesting as those, across treatments. The Grade 6 students

have made proportionally more than twice as many of the- Enriched Schemata

statements, as would be expected, but they have also made more of the

Impoverished Schemata 'statementa. These statements are essentially of two kinds:

irrelevant, or unworkable (e.g., increase both allowances or sneak money to B.J.)

and selfish ( .g., help out when you happen to be home). The first come largely

from Grade 6, in a ratio of.about 3:2, while the second come largely from Grade

3, in a ratio of about 3:1.

*************************

Insert Table 2 about here

*************************

There are as well some discernible treatment effects in Table 2. In Grade

6, the Enriched perspective seems to be evident about twice as often in the

Experimental and Coaching groups as in the Control group. The pattern in Grade

3 also seems to favour the Experimental group. More detailed examination, not

evident in Table 2, reveals other features. First, there were 100 statements from

all groups that had to do with B.J. taking matters into his/her own hands. Of

these, 85 said merely that s/he, ought to get involved in other activities.

However, of the 15 statements that said more than that (e.g., get a job,

disappear after school, go on strike), 13 came from the Experimental. Grade 6

group. Second, statements across both grades calling for setting up of a process

for,resolution of the problem (family conferences, point systems, schedules) came

from the Experimental grop in a ratio of more'than 2:1. Finally, the most

sophisticated and mature concepts of family responsibility (e.g., activities for

children cost parents money, everyone ought to contribute to the common good)

2o
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came from the Experimental groups in the ratio of about 3:1.

Discussion

This analysis rests' on some assumptions concerning the nature of the data

which need to be discussed before dealing with the specifics of the analyJis.

Schrag (1988) has argued that there is no way of assessing the thinking required

fora task unless we know what tools the thinker has, available. Since thinking

processes- are not directly observable, they must be inferred from observation

Of the relationships between input and output,. in this case between B.J. and

Pat's family problem and the recorded discu3sions. This inferential difficulty

is' a commonplace; one needs to accept a reasonable amount of inference in

coguitiv research. In the present case, one needs to accept that generally the

typical student's statements are an adequate representation of the typical

student's thinking.

Perhaps more contentious is the acceptance that in particular each student's

speech adequately represented his/her thought processes. That is, what effect

did the group have on the ability of each individual to think out the issue and

express an opinion? There is no evidence available on the question of whether

some individuals felt compelled to either remain silent or voice passive

agreement when faced with the expressed opinions of more assertive classmates.

This is a real limitation to the data available', which will, in future work be

dealt with through individual post-interviews. At this time, however, we can

examine data that is somewhat relevant, the length of each discussion. Wit 'I've

students per group, a discussion length of 10 means that the average student

took advantage of the opportunity to speak twice. Seven of the 76 discussions

(5 from Control groups) were shorter Lhan 10, while 57 were longer than 20.
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While there are no data on individual behaviour within the group, it seems safe

to conclude that,while some students might have been unduly reticent, a

substantial majority probably took the opportunity to express their views.

The purpose of this research has been to explore the potential of schema

theory for distinguishing between group problem solving protocols. The method

that has evolved requires identification of aspects of typical, impoverished,

and enriched schemata within each protocol, rather than identification of entire

protocols as either typical, impoverished, or enriched. The method has

identified differences across protocols, which, in turn, have been linked to the

different treatment groups. This linkage is not, particularly strong or

consistent, but there is no reason to expect otherwise. First, the ability to

generate a thoughtful discussion in a social context has to be considered as far

transfer from the treatments, which focused on the thinking skills of observing,

classifying and problem solving in the context of science content. Second, the

data were collected aftet)only one year of such treatment. Even the most ardent

proponents of direct teaChing methods (e.g., Beyer, 1987) recommend a multi-

-

year, multi- context treatment before expecting' real gains. Detailed

investigation of the outcomes of'the thinking skills curriculum, currently in

progress, requires a different lulthodology, .Envolving longer instructional times,

a multivariate set of outcome measures, and many more classrooms.

The thinking skills curriculum project has served as a vehicle for the

examination of the feasibiity of a theoretically grounded method of comparing

solutions to ill-structured problems. It is legitimate.to assess the success

of the analytic method used, and:what might be required by way of refinements.

One difficulty of the method, identified in the literature (Horton and Mills,

1984), is that the categorization of statements is at root subjective. What one
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would like to consider as a deeper level of processing could as easily be

construed simply as more like the sentiments adults would 'like to see children

express. The problem with,this feature of the method is demonstrated by the fact

that the Grade 3 students appeared less selfish, in aspects of their protocols,

than the Grade 6 students. .0ne might choose to define growth in perception of

the situation empirically by accepting what might be a natural o.tcome Of

adolescence. A better face may be put on the situation by substituting

"assertive" for "selfish". Or, one might choose to consider what is desirable

from the adult perspective as a valid curricular goal, and take the Grade 6

results as undesirable. 'Whatever the decision, it is beyond the scope of this

paper. The problem remains, however, of having to distinguish level of moral

development (however defined) from level of cognitive processing.

A second difficulty of the method, is that, given the desirability of the

category system evolving from the data, where one starts is important. When to

open a new category is an arbitrary decision, based on a subjective view of the

history of the analysis. Why ever "category width" might mean in this context,

effort needs to be spent in holding it somewhat constant. In the present study,

the analyst was blind to treatment, but not to grade; the Grade 3 protocols were

analysed first. This has an unknown effect on the evolution of the category

system. Tied in with the obvious issue of simple inter-rater reliability,

already mentioned, it would seem important for different analysts to analyse the

data in different orders. The issue is somewhat simplified by the possibility

that an already-created category system might be imposed on the data, but there

still remains the difficulty of valid and reliable creation of that first sat.

It is legitimate to ask what has been accomplished by an imposition of schema

theory that might not have been done from a more traditional perspective, such

2 .1
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as a relatively theory-free development'of a "marking scheme". First, there is

ample evidence that 'teachers require assistance in assessing higher-order

outcomes of instruction (Haertel, 1986; Stiggins, 1988). Neither the

identification of what constitutes higher-order thinking nor the development of

appropriate.marking. systems is a trivial task, Both require development and

imposition of. a theoretical framework. Pursuit of notions of typical,

impoverished and enriched story-lines for complex situations is appropriate to

such a task. Second, there are calls from those studying the assessment practice

of teachers (e.g., Stiggins and Bridgeford, 1985) for more focused methods. A

method allowing comparison of practice with a well - .developed image of what might

he qualifies as a focused method, both for research and for the improvement of

practice. Finally, the method proposed generalizes over contexts. Variations

are being developed.in ongoing work for both analysis of essay responses to

social problems and individual responses to practical ill-structured situations.

Footnote. This project was supported by an Ontario Ministry of Education grant
to Middlesex, Oxford, and Perth County Boards of Education, I wish to thank the
students and staffs of these boards for their assistance and cooperation. I also
wish to thank Patricia Allison and Lynn Watson for the data collection.
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Table 1

Percentage of Statements by Value and Solution Category

Value Categories

Grade 3 Grade 6

Typical
A - accept responsibility 11.0 12.4

Impoverished
B - disregard responsibility 0.0 1.1
C - operate on financial basis 4.3 5.9

Enriched
D - awareness of age 3.5 2.4
E - concern for feelings 0.6 2.4
F - value of effort 4.5 6.3

Solution Categories
Typical
A - differential reward 19.2 18.9
B - balance of activities 41.7 29.5

Impoverished
C - weak solutions 3.5 1.3
D - fairness when convenient 3.5 4.9

Enriched
E - unilateral action 3.5 8.2
F - emphasis on process 2.5 2.9
G - sharing and cooperation 2.0 3.8
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Table 2

AveraeOcciDis"ssionofStaten-----PInts

from Impoverished and Enriched Schemata

Impoverished

Grade 3 Grade 6

Experimental 2.3 2,3

Coaching 1.8 4.3

Control 1.5 1.6

Enriched

Experimental 3.4 6.6

Coaching 1.5 6.0

Control 2.4 3.3
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Box-and-Whisker Plots for 'Typical" Schemata Variables


